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Objectives

The objective of this Work Element is to explore and optimize low noise fan exhaust nozzle designs for noise reduction and improved performance using variable geometry. This will include using shape memory alloy materials in the fan nozzle to optimize noise reduction during noise sensitive operations and, through variable geometry, optimize the performance impact at cruise conditions. The noise reduction concepts to be explored include advanced chevrons or other enhanced mixing concepts. The variable geometry design will feature a passive system, reacting to changing temperature conditions.

Subtask 3.3.1 UC Low-Noise Fan Nozzle Screening

Task Statement

The goal of this subtask was to support the development of next-generation low noise fan nozzles. The University of Cincinnati (UC) will provide a cost-effective means of screening a number of novel nozzle designs, to identify which have the most potential for acoustic benefit. The most promising concepts will be transitioned to GE Aviation for acoustic evaluation in Cell 41. The design space for the initial screening will necessarily be broad, examining a number of chevron and enhanced mixing configurations.

Results

The team reviewed existing model scale screening nozzle data to identify traditional fan nozzle geometries to provide acoustic benefit. Candidate chevron nozzle geometries have previously been identified that provided acoustic benefit relative to a conic exhaust nozzle, when tested in the UC jet noise facility. The parametric values that defined the corresponding chevron geometries, specifically chevron number, aspect ratio and penetration, were included in the design space for the fan chevron nozzle computational design studies performed under Subtask 3.3.2. In addition to traditional chevron nozzle designs, new devices were developed to achieve enhanced mixing, to reduce jet mixing noise.
New enhanced mixing devices were developed that are GE Proprietary. Consequently, any details of the design and testing are presented in the corresponding GE Proprietary report ONLY. To demonstrate the level of effort and the overall success of the new technology, all discussion below is limited to the overall acoustic effectiveness in general terms, with no specific description of the devices.

To simplify the development of the new enhanced mixing technology concepts, they were initially demonstrated on single flow jets. Since the UC jet acoustics facility is designed for dual-flow exhaust nozzles, the initial data were collected for single-flow application to the core exhaust nozzle, in a single flow operating condition. The resulting OASPL benefit varied from 1 to 2.5 dB, as a function of directivity. At all directivities, the new technology provided equivalent or better acoustic benefit, on an OASPL basis, than a typical chevron exhaust nozzle design.

Following successful single-flow testing, the enhanced mixing technology was tested applied to core exhaust nozzles in dual-flow operation. As expected, propagation of the core jet noise through the external shear layer at the fan-quietescent flow interface reduced the overall benefit of all low noise exhaust nozzles in dual-flow operation, relative to the single-flow performance. However, approximately 1dB of benefit was obtained from the new technology at the aft angles.

The initial tests successfully demonstrated application of the new technology to a core nozzle, which operates in the strong shear layer generated at the core and fan flow interface in a dual-flow exhaust nozzle. However, the fan shear layer can dominate jet acoustics in modern exhaust nozzle designs, particularly for high bypass ratio engine applications. Consequently, additional screening testing was performed with the enhanced mixing technology applied to a fan exhaust nozzle, with a baseline conic core nozzle, in dual-flow conditions.

Acoustic performance comparisons are shown in Figures 1-4 for the enhanced mixing technology applied to a dual flow fan nozzle, with no external flow. Figures 1 and 2 show the spectral and OASPL performance of the new enhanced mixing nozzle (12DVG) relative to a baseline conic and traditional fan chevron nozzle (16HP), for low shear cycle point representative of current commercial engine designs. The spectral data in Figure 1 demonstrate a characteristic low-frequency benefit with a corresponding high frequency lift, similar to a traditional chevron design. The low frequency benefit at this operating condition was similar to the traditional chevron nozzle, with somewhat higher high frequency penalty. Corresponding OASPL directivity data is shown in Figure 2. The OASPL data indicate that the acoustic benefit of the new technology was comparable to a traditional chevron nozzle. Similar data are presented in Figures 3 and 4 for a higher speed cycle point, representing a higher shear operating condition. These data indicate that the low frequency benefit was actually better for the new
enhanced mixing technology nozzle, relative to the traditional chevron design, resulting in somewhat improved OASPL performance at large angles to the jet axis. However, enhancement of the high frequency penalty for the new technology nozzle caused modest performance degradation, 90 degrees from the jet axis.

**Figure 1. Spectral Comparisons of an Enhanced Mixing Technology Fan Nozzle, Relative to Baseline Conic and Traditional Chevron Designs**

*Test Case #1 - Low Shear (no external flow)*

**Figure 2. OASPL Benefit of an Enhanced Mixing Technology Fan Nozzle – Test Case #1 - Low Shear (no external flow)*
Figure 3. Spectral Comparisons of an Enhanced Mixing Technology Fan Nozzle, Relative to Baseline Conic and Traditional Chevron Designs

Test Case #2 - High Shear (no external flow)

Figure 4. OASPL Benefit of an Enhanced Mixing Technology Fan Nozzle,
Test Case #2 - High Shear (no external flow)
Summary

The results of the small-scale screening testing at UC were very promising. Candidate chevron nozzle geometries were identified that demonstrated significant benefit relative to a baseline conic nozzle. In addition, new devices were developed which demonstrate acoustic benefits similar to a traditional chevron nozzle design.

However, all of the initial screening data shown above were collected in the UC Jet Noise Facility, on a generic small-scale nozzle, with no pylon, bifurcations or tertiary flow. Given the limitations of the UC facility, the TRL for the initial effort was nominally 3-4. In order to bring the new exhaust nozzle technology concept to a higher TRL, a similar geometry was selected for additional testing on more realistic scale models, in GE’s jet acoustics facility, Cell 41. In addition to larger size and realistic geometric features, such as bifurcations and a pylon, testing in Cell 41 enabled assessment of the acoustic benefit in simulated flight conditions, with a more realistic fan shear layer fan established between the fan exhaust jet and a tertiary flow.

Finally, in addition to performing the initial technology screening testing at their facility, UC provided on-site test support at Cell 41 for TRL 5 model scale testing under Subtask 3.3.2. This support included acoustics data acquisition and reduction assistance, as well as providing and operating a stereo Particle Image Velocimetry (PIV) system for a limited set of cross-stream velocity measurements downstream of the core plug. The results of all of the Cell 41 testing are presented below.
Subtask 3.3.2 Next-Generation Low-Noise Fan Nozzle

Task Statement

The goal of this subtask is to investigate the effectiveness of novel fan exhaust nozzle designs in GE Aviation’s Cell 41 jet acoustics facility, with external flow simulation on representative bypass ratio separate flow models. This effort will leverage nozzle concept screening evaluations being performed in Subtask 3.3.1, by UC. Initial screening data from UC will be used to identify potential candidate designs for more realistic simulation in Cell 41. The most promising concepts will be applied to complex pylon/bifurcated geometries, and evaluated with full engine cycle and external flow effects.

Results

To minimize hardware development costs, GE identified two existing model scale exhaust systems for development and testing of low-noise fan nozzle technologies. An existing medium bypass ratio (BPR ~5-6) exhaust system model, representative of current small commercial engine applications, was the primary test configuration. Five new fan chevron nozzles were fabricated for acoustic testing on this model, as outlined below. In addition, the new enhanced mixing technology exhaust nozzle concepts developed in Subtask 3.3.1 were tested, to assess the potential for acoustic benefit, relative to traditional chevron nozzle designs. Since they represented a completely new technology, these concepts were tested on both the medium BPR scale mode (BPR ~ 5-6), as well as an existing high bypass ratio (BPR~8-9) scale model exhaust system, which is more representative of large commercial engine designs.

Design Study

To commence the development of low-noise medium BPR fan nozzles, a parametric design space was defined for a CFD study of uniform fan chevron nozzle designs, as shown in Table 1. Exploring this design space, an extensive “Design of Experiment” (DOE) CFD Study was performed, using a 3D Reynold’s Averaged Navier Stokes (RANS) code, PAB3D. The chevron nozzles were modeled based on a single chevron, assuming geometric symmetry. Comparisons were made to estimate the impact of each chevron design on several parameters that are expected to correlate with the strength of mixing in the shear layers, which governs the jet acoustics. The specific parameters considered were the jet total temperature, velocity, and turbulent kinetic energy (TKE). Based on the results of the CFD analyses, three new uniform fan chevron nozzles were selected for fabrication and acoustic testing on the BPR 5 model in GE Aviation’s jet noise facility, Cell 41, which can be identified by bold type in Table 1.
Table 1. – Design space for Uniform Chevron DOE

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CFD Case</th>
<th>Penetration</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Low</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Short</strong></td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Medium-Short</strong></td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Medium</strong></td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Medium-Long</strong></td>
<td>11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Long</strong></td>
<td>14</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Notes:
1. Case 1 was a simple conic nozzle
2. Cases in BOLD type were selected for fabrication & testing.

Sample data comparisons are presented in Figures 5-6, below. These figures show the predicted cross-sectional distribution of the parameters through the jet at six axial locations: at the fan exit, and at 1, 2, 3, 4 and 5 fan nozzle geometric diameters downstream. The sample data provided below are all for Case 12, one of the designs that were selected for fabrication and testing. Consider the predicted levels of all three parameters, four diameters downstream (4D). In Figure 5, the strength of the outer shear layer for the conic nozzle is clearly strong, as evidenced by the red TKE “Hot Spot” in the fan stream. In contrast, the corresponding TKE distribution for the chevron nozzle is primarily yellow, indicating lower predicted turbulence levels in the downstream regions which have previously been shown to correlate with low frequency jet noise. This is a result of improved mixing due to the stream-wise vortical structures generated by the chevrons. The vorticity is evident by the slope in the shear layer gradient exhibited by the Total Temperature and Velocity data for the chevron at that location, which are highlighted by a dotted red line in Figures 6 and 7, respectively. Returning to Figure 5, the predicted TKE levels for the chevron nozzle two diameters downstream (2D) exhibit a red “hot spot,” indicating enhanced mixing and turbulence production just aft of chevrons. This early mixing was expected to mix out the mean shear gradient that is largely responsible for the low frequency jet noise. The primary question was whether a large high frequency penalty was incurred by the mixing.
Figure 5. Jet TKE Distribution Comparison
Figure 6. Jet Total Temperature Distribution Comparison
Figure 7. Jet Velocity Distribution Comparison
The results of the enhanced mixing are further demonstrated by the stream-wise evolution of the jet total temperature and velocity fields, which are presented for Case 12 in Figures 8 and 9, respectively. Figure 8 compares the jet total temperature evolution downstream of the conic nozzle to that for the chevron nozzle, along a plane intersecting the chevron tip. Physically, this plane would be expected to experience the highest vorticity, therefore exhibiting the most mixing. The region from four diameters to six diameters (4D to 6D), as highlighted in the figure, shows considerably lower total temperatures for the chevron nozzle, where the entire core region is green past 5D. In contrast, there is a substantial hot core evident with the conic nozzle, as evidenced by the red inner core color contour extending all the way out to 6D. Corresponding comparisons of velocity data are presented in Figure 9. These data exhibit a much stronger mixing region, as evidenced by the cross-stream extent of the downstream shear layer, which is highlighted by the brackets on the right hand side. Based on the mixing enhancement, without substantial TKE penalties, as demonstrated in Figures 5-7, the chevron configuration 12 was selected for fabrication and testing in Cell 41.

Figure 8. Compare Streamwise Evolution of Jet Total Temperature Profile

Figure 9. Compare Streamwise Evolution of Jet Velocity Profile
Similar analyses of the CFD predictions led to the selection of three new uniform fan chevron nozzles, Cases 6, 11 & 12 in Table 1. The final test matrix was also selected to assess the impact of chevron length, holding penetration constant (Case 6 vs Case 11), as well as the impact of chevron penetration, holding length constant (Case 11 vs. Case 12).

In addition to the uniform chevron nozzle designs, the experimental investigation was expanded to include two medium BPR azimuthally varying chevron nozzle test configurations. As noted in the prior quarterly reports, Subtask 3.3.4, which was originally planned to numerically investigate the effectiveness of medium BPR azimuthally varying chevron nozzles, could not be launched. Consequently, Subtask 3.3.2 was expanded to include two parametric variations on a uniform fan chevron nozzle, which exhibited typical fan chevron length and penetration values. Two azimuthally varying chevron nozzles were defined, based on the "parent" uniform fan chevron nozzle design. Identical length distributions were defined for both azimuthally varying designs, such that the "average" chevron length was equal to the "parent" design. However, one of the azimuthally varying configurations was defined to give a medium "average penetration," equivalent to the parent design, while the other was defined with low penetration. This was intended to provide a sense of the impact of penetration for an azimuthally varying design. Finally, in addition to the five new medium BPR fan chevron nozzle designs developed for this program, two existing chevron nozzles for the selected model were tested.

Testing

"Large-scale" model testing in the GE Jet Acoustics Facility at Cell 41 was performed in multiple phases, as outlined below. The first four phases were focused on the acoustic benefits of the potential designs. The last phase consisted of a limited series of cross-stream velocity measurements using the UC PIV system to qualitatively assess the mixing provided by the fundamentally different exhaust geometries. The sequential phases of the test were as follows.

1. Acoustic Benefit from Medium BPR Conventional Uniform Chevron Nozzles
2. Acoustic Benefit from Medium BPR Enhanced Mixing Technology Nozzles
4. Acoustic Benefit from Medium BPR Azimuthally varying Chevron Nozzles

All of the acoustic data presented below were corrected for the refraction effects of the tertiary flow, prior to scaling. In addition, the data were also temperature-corrected, to account for test-to-test differences in the atmospheric attenuation, since Cell 41 is subject to seasonal variations in temperature and pressure.
As noted previously, UC supported the Cell 41 test in multiple ways. In terms of the overall testing, a UC student was present on site to assist with data collection and reduction for much of the testing, particularly during the new enhanced mixing technology development in Phases 2 & 3. In addition, the UC participant fabricated all of the enhanced mixing devices tested on both the UC and GE/Cell 41 hardware, and assisted GE technicians with installation on the Cell 41 models.

Phase 1 – Medium BPR Uniform Fan Chevron Testing

The existing medium BPR scale model exhaust nozzle was selected for this effort for two reasons: its overall geometry was representative of current small commercial engine exhaust designs, and there were existing uniform fan and core chevron nozzles available for comparison to the new fan chevron designs, in addition to the conic/conic baseline. The configurations tested are shown below in Table 2.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Type</th>
<th>CHEVRON GEOMETRY</th>
<th>CORE NOZZLE</th>
<th>TEST DESIGNATOR</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Conic</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>Conic</td>
<td>1111</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>#2 - Chevron</td>
<td>medium-short</td>
<td>medium</td>
<td>Conic</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>#3 - Chevron</td>
<td>medium-long</td>
<td>low</td>
<td>Chevron</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>#4 - Chevron</td>
<td>medium-long</td>
<td>medium</td>
<td>Chevron</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>#5 - Chevron*</td>
<td>medium</td>
<td>high</td>
<td>Chevron</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>#6 - Chevron*</td>
<td>medium</td>
<td>medium</td>
<td>Chevron</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* - existing hardware

Results of the acoustic testing of the conventional uniform chevron configurations are presented in Figures 10-12 below. All of the medium-BPR data presented in the following have been scaled to an appropriate full-scale size. Figure 10 shows the OASPL directivity pattern for all five uniform fan chevron nozzles, with a chevron core nozzle, as compared to the baseline conic nozzle. These data suggest that Test Configurations 1150.01 and 1160.01 were clearly the best designs. On an OASPL basis, the results indicate that all both are acoustically equivalent. However, corresponding spectral comparisons are presented in Figure 11, at a directivity angle of 140°, which captures the peak jet noise levels. The spectral data indicate that Configuration 1150.01 provides similar benefit to 1160.01, but exhibits more high frequency lift. Of the candidate uniform designs, Configuration 1160.01 clearly provided the lowest high frequency penalty, nearly matching the high frequency levels of the baseline conic fan/chevron core configuration.

The overall EPNL benefits of each design are shown in Figure 12, for a nominal 1500 ft flyover at Mach 0.28. Again, Test Configuration 1160.01 clearly provided
the best jet EPNL benefit, with Test Configuration 1150 being similar, but not quite as good. The strong performance of Test Configurations 1150 and 1160 result is particularly interesting, they were based on Fan Chevron Nozzles #5 & #6 (see Table 2), which were existing designs for the selected test model. In contrast, Test Configurations 1120, 1130 and 1140 were based on Chevron Nozzles #2, #3 & #4, which were the new uniform designs based on CFD Cases 6, 11 & 12, above, that were developed specifically for this investigation. Prior tests of the existing hardware showed substantially less benefit, however, when coupled to a different pylon geometry. This suggests, as demonstrated recently by others, a strong dependence of fan chevron performance on jet/pylon interaction effects.

Finally, consider the test matrix of new nozzle designs, Test Configurations 1120, 1130 and 1140. These nozzles were specifically designed to investigate the relative impact of uniform chevron length and penetration. As shown in Table 2, Configurations 1120 and 1140 had the same penetration, with varying length, while Configurations 1130 and 1140 had the same length, with varying penetration. The EPNL data presented in Figure 13 indicates that Configuration 1140.01 was the best performing the new uniform nozzle design, despite exhibiting more high frequency penalty than 1130.01, which limited the EPNL benefits to higher speeds. The spectral comparisons in Figure 12 indicate that the low frequency benefit for 1130.01 was below that of the other two new designs, which suggests that the low frequency benefit with uniform chevrons may be more dependent upon penetration than length. Using a similar argument, the stronger high frequency penalty exhibited by Configuration 1120.01 as compared to Configuration 1140.01 (which was longer than 1120.01, with the same penetration), suggests that the high frequency penalty (or lift) associated with uniform fan chevron designs may be more dependent on chevron length than penetration.

Since they were the best performing new and existing nozzles, respectively, Chevron #4 and Chevron #6 (Configurations 1140.01 and 1160.01) were selected for comparison to the medium BPR enhanced mixing technology results, as well as the azimuthally varying designs below.
Figure 10. OASPL Directivity Comparison for Uniform Fan Chevron Nozzles

Figure 11. Spectral Noise Comparison at 140 deg. Directivity
for Uniform Fan Chevron Nozzle Designs
Figure 12. EPNL vs Mixed Jet Velocity Comparisons for Uniform Fan Chevron Nozzle Designs
Phase 2 – Medium BPR Enhanced Mixing Technology Nozzle Testing

In addition to the uniform chevrons, a series of new enhanced mixing technology concepts were tested on the medium BPR Cell 41 model. The initial geometries tested were scaled up from the optimal configuration identified in small-scale model testing at UC.

For the initial tests, the enhanced mixing technology devices were fabricated to provide an equivalent geometry to the UC design, scaled up to the selected Cell 41 medium BPR model. A series of different distributions of these devices were tested. The OASPL directivity comparisons presented in Figure 13 suggest that the results observed at UC were scalable, since all of the enhanced mixing configurations tested provided benefit on an OASPL basis. They also indicated that a particular distribution was optimal, relative to the other two. When the corresponding spectral data were examined, as shown in Figures 14 & 15, two features were striking. As expected from the OASPL results, a substantial low frequency benefit was achieved with all of the enhanced mixing configurations, which varied with distribution. However, there was clearly a significant high frequency lift penalty, which was very similar for all three initial enhanced mixing configurations tested.

Figure 13. Initial Medium BPR Enhanced Mixing Technology Demonstration OASPL Benefit vs. Distribution
Figure 14. Initial Medium BPR Enhanced Mixing Technology Demonstration Spectral Acoustic Comparison at 90° Directivity

Figure 15. Initial Medium BPR Enhanced Mixing Technology Demonstration Spectral Acoustic Comparison at 140° Directivity
Once the acoustic benefit was verified in Cell 41 with the initial enhanced mixing technology distributions, the optimization of benefit with device geometry was investigated. Sample data are presented in Figures 16-18, below. All of the data presented here are for identical distributions of the enhanced mixing technology devices. Configuration 2120.14 refers to the “standard geometry” devices applied to a GE medium BPR model. However, Configurations 2120.64 and 2120.84 refer to modified geometries. Very little difference was noted in the OASPL levels, as shown in Figure 16. This suggested that the overall benefit had more to do with mixing technology distribution than device geometry. When the spectral data are considered, as shown in Figures 17 & 18, the overall benefit was similar because the low frequency benefit from all three configurations was essentially identical. However, the high frequency lift was substantially improved for some of the modified geometry cases.

Figure 16. Medium BPR Enhanced Mixing Technology Demonstration
OASPL Benefit vs. Device Geometry
Figure 17. Medium BPR Enhanced Mixing Technology Demonstration  
Spectral Acoustic Benefit vs. Device Geometry at 90° Directivity

Figure 18. Medium BPR Enhanced Mixing Technology Demonstration  
Spectral Acoustic Benefit vs. Device Geometry at 140° Directivity
Finally, comparisons were made to assess the benefit of new enhanced mixing configurations relative to the uniform fan chevron nozzles tested above. These data are shown in Figures 19-21. In all of these figures, the data for three enhanced mixing technology cases presented above (Configurations 2120.14, 2120.64 & 2120.84) are plotted against the following: the conic fan/chevron core baseline (Configuration 1110.01); a conic fan/conic core reference (Configuration 1111); and the best new and existing fan chevron designs demonstrated in Phase II (Configurations 1140.01 & 1160.01).

Consider the OASPL comparison, presented in Figure 19. These data show a progression of benefits. The data for Configurations 1111 and 1110.01 illustrate the reduction due to the core chevron nozzle coupled to a conic fan, relative to a reference conic/conic configuration. This defines the baseline for the current fan nozzle test configurations. The two best uniform fan chevron designs clearly provide OASPL benefit relative to the baseline, with the 1160.01 providing slightly better performance at the jet-noise dominated aft angles, relative to the 1140.01. However, on an OASPL basis, all of the new enhanced mixing technology nozzles provided better performance than either conventional chevron design. Examination of the spectral data in Figures 20 & 21 illustrate that this additional benefit is due to 1-2 dB additional low frequency reduction with the new devices, despite some degradation in high frequency penalty.
Figure 19. Medium BPR Comparison – Enhanced Mixing Technology Nozzle OASPL Benefit vs. Chevron

OASPL Directivity at 90° Tower (TP6 Flight)

Figure 20. Med. BPR Comparison – Enhanced Mixing Technology Nozzle Spectral Acoustic Benefit vs. Chevron at 90° Directivity

Spectra @ 90° Directivity (TP6 Flight 90°)
Of course, for commercial applications, the bottom line acoustic impact is defined in terms of EPNL. In order to assess this, all of the model scale data were scaled up to an appropriate size for a small commercial engine. The scaled data were “flown” in a level 1500 ft flyover scenario, to estimate the EPNL levels that each configuration would achieve. These data are presented in Figure 22, below. In this plot, the baseline conic fan/chevron core (1110.01) and reference conic fan/conic core (1111) are plotted against the best new (1140.01) and existing (1160.01) uniform chevrons selected in Phase II. In addition, all of the reference enhanced mixing technology configurations (2120.12, 2120.14 & 2120.16) are plotted along with the modified geometry configurations (2120.64, 2120.84). These data suggest that two of the enhanced mixing nozzles, Configurations 2120.64 and 2120.84, both provided EPNL benefits similar to the fan chevrons, particularly at high speeds. There appears to be more degradation of the benefit at lower speeds with the new devices than the chevron nozzles. However, the strong degradation of acoustic benefit exhibited by the Configuration 2120.64, at the lowest speed is believed to be a bad data point, corrupted by background noise sources in the tunnel unrelated to jet noise.
Figure 22. Med. BPR - EPNL Benefit of Enhanced Mixing Technology Designs vs. Uniform Chevron Nozzles
Phase 3 – High BPR Enhanced Mixing Technology Nozzle Testing

Since the new enhanced mixing devices were a new technology to be tested at the TRL 5/6 level in Cell 41, an existing high BPR exhaust model was selected, in addition to the primary medium BPR model, to assess the potential benefit for this technology on large commercial engine applications. A large number of device distributions and geometries were tested on the high BPR application, with mixed success. A select number of the enhanced mixing technology configurations tested are plotted in Figures 23-25, against a baseline conic fan/chevron core configuration (3110.01) and a reference conic/conic configuration (3111). On an OASPL basis, the data suggest that both the traditional fan chevron and the new enhanced mixing device configurations provide benefit relative to the baseline and reference configurations, as shown in Figure 23. However, close examination of the spectral data in Figures 24 & 25 shows that the low frequency benefit of both the conventional fan chevrons and the new devices is considerably smaller for the high BPR application than for the corresponding medium BPR applications in Phases 1 and 2. Furthermore, the high BPR application seemed to be more sensitive to high frequency degradation relative to the baseline conic fan/chevron core configuration. The high frequency lift exhibited by these sample configurations was significant, despite the fact that the geometries, relative to the “UC equivalent” scaled reference, were less aggressive than those successfully demonstrated on the medium BPR application in Phase 2.

![OASPL Directivity at 90° Tower (TP6 Flight)](image)

**Figure 23. High BPR Comparison – Enhanced Mixing Technology Nozzle OASPL Benefit vs. Chevron**
Figure 24. High BPR Comparison – Enhanced Mixing Technology Nozzle Spectral Acoustic Benefit vs. Chevron at 90° Directivity

Figure 25. High BPR Comparison – Enhanced Mixing Technology Nozzle Spectral Acoustic Benefit vs. Chevron at 140° Directivity
As always, the bottom line acoustically was the EPNL impact. The high BPR data were scaled up to an engine size typical of a large commercial application and flown on a representative 1500 ft level Flyover trajectory to estimate EPNL. The results are presented in Figure 26. These data indicate that none of the fan nozzle technologies provided substantial EPNL benefits relative to either the baseline (1110.01) or reference (1111) configurations, except at the highest equivalent jet mixing velocity. At the maximum $V_{mix}$, two new technology configurations (3120.24 & 3120.26), showed small benefit relative to the baseline and reference configurations. Additional development is needed to optimize the designs for the low equivalent mixed jet velocities achieved with the high BPR cycle.
Figure 26. High BPR – EPNL Benefit of Enhanced Mixing Technology Designs vs. Uniform Chevron Nozzles
Phase 4 - Medium BPR Azimuthally Varying Chevron Nozzles

As noted in the previous quarterly reports, Subtask 3.3.4, which was originally planned to be a joint GE-NASA numerical investigation of the effectiveness of medium BPR azimuthally varying chevron nozzles, could not be launched. Consequently, Subtask 3.3.2 was expanded to include testing of parametrically defined azimuthally varying chevron designs. A "parent" uniform chevron design was selected, with typical fan chevron length and penetration, on which two new azimuthally varying variants were based. The uniform chevron CFD design study suggested that fan chevron length governed the low frequency benefit, while the high frequency lift was linked to chevron penetration. To separately assess the impacts of these parameters, both azimuthally varying chevron configurations were defined with the length distribution, such that the “average” length corresponded to a typical fan chevron length. However, one azimuthally varying chevron nozzle was defined with a medium penetration (1170), while the other was defined with low penetration (1180).

Initial testing was performed to see how the acoustic benefit with the azimuthally varying designs compared to the best new and existing uniform chevron nozzles tested in Phase 2. Due to the azimuthally varying nature of the chevron geometry, substantial acoustic performance variation is expected relative to the pylon orientation. The Cell 41 test geometry is illustrated in Figure 27. The vertical orientation of the traversing microphone array is shown in part (a), while the relative circular motion of the traverse is indicated in the cartoon presented in part (b). The traverse tower angles at which the acoustic data were taken (8°, 24°, 60° and 90°) are indicated in Figure 27 (b) by the red lines. For acoustic testing, the model was assembled so that the 90° tower location corresponded to 180° from the pylon. Consequently, the observation angles, relative to the pylon were as shown in Table 3.

Table 3. Acoustic Observation Angles relative to Pylon

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Acoustic Test Location</th>
<th>Traverse Tower Angle (deg)</th>
<th>Observer Angle relative to pylon (deg)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>98</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>34</td>
<td>124</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>150</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>90</td>
<td>180</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Table 4. Test Configurations for Phase 4, Medium BPR Azimuthally varying Fan Chevron Testing

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Type</th>
<th>Chevron Geometry</th>
<th>Length</th>
<th>Penetration</th>
<th>Core Nozzle</th>
<th>Test Designator</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Baseline Conic</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>Chevron</td>
<td>1110.01</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>#4 - Uniform Chevron</td>
<td>medium-long</td>
<td>medium</td>
<td>medium</td>
<td>Chevron</td>
<td>1140.01</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>#6 - Uniform Chevron*</td>
<td>medium</td>
<td>medium</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>Chevron</td>
<td>1160.01</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>#7 - Installation-Optimized Chevron #1</td>
<td>Varying</td>
<td>Medium</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>Chevron</td>
<td>1170.01</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>#8 - Installation-Optimized Chevron #2</td>
<td>Varying</td>
<td>Low</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>Chevron</td>
<td>1180.01</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* - existing hardware

Initial acoustic comparison data for the azimuthally varying nozzles are presented in Figures 28-30, below. For simplicity, these initial comparisons focus on the 90° Tower angle (180°) from the pylon. The variation relative to pylon will be examined later for the best acoustic performing azimuthally varying configuration. In all three figures, the azimuthally varying design with medium penetration (1170.01) and the design with low penetration (1180.01) are plotted against the baseline configuration with a conic fan and chevron core nozzle (1110.01), as well as the best new and existing uniform chevron configurations tested in Phase 2 (1140.01 and 1160.01, respectively). The baseline and uniform chevron data are graphically depicted by thick lines (no symbols), while the azimuthally varying chevron results are represented by thin lines (with symbols). The low penetration design (1180.01) exhibited the best performance, so these tests were repeated. The results of both measurements are shown in Figures 33-35, showing excellent test-to-test agreement.

OASPL comparisons are shown in Figure 28. On an OASPL basis, both azimuthally varying configurations provide benefit relative to the baseline and uniform designs, away from the pylon. Corresponding spectral data are given in Figures 29 & 30, comparing the spectral acoustic content of all of the best fan chevron designs relative to the baseline at 90° and 140° directivity, respectively. The 90° spectral data indicate that the low frequency benefit of both azimuthally varying configurations are comparable to the uniform chevron designs, but the high-frequency penalty associated with the medium penetration design (1170.01) approached that of the parent design (1140.01). In contrast, the results for the low penetration design (1180.01) exhibited much lower high frequency penalty, nearly on a par with the best performing uniform fan chevron nozzle (1160.01). In fact, the 140° spectral data comparisons indicated that Configuration 1180.01 provided slightly more low frequency benefit, with less high frequency lift, than the best performing uniform nozzle at aft directivity angles.
Figure 27. Cell 41 Test Geometry

Figure 28. OASPL Comparison of Azimuthally varying vs Uniform Chevron Nozzles (180° from pylon)
Figure 29. Initial Spectral Comparison of Both Azimuthally varying Chevron Nozzles vs Uniform Designs (at 90° Directivity, 180° from pylon)

Figure 30. Initial Spectral Comparison of Both Azimuthally varying Chevron Nozzles vs Uniform Designs (at 140° Directivity, 180° from pylon)
The initial data comparisons presented above indicated that the low penetration azimuthally varying chevron nozzle (Configuration 1180.01) provided the most acoustic benefit of any medium BPR chevron nozzle tested. However, the azimuthally varying chevron design was expected to exhibit substantial variations relative to the orientation of the pylon. To characterize this effect, the variation of the measured acoustic levels for Configuration 1180.01 are plotted in Figures 316-33, for all of the observation angles listed in Table 3. For reference, these data are plotted against the nominal level for the baseline conic fan/chevron core configuration (1110.01), measured 180° from the pylon (90° Tower Angle).

The OASPL comparison in Figure 31 illustrates that the highest noise level, measured 98° to the pylon, is roughly equivalent to the baseline configuration levels over the aft directivity quadrant, except at the far aft angles which still exhibit some chevron benefit. In the region from approximately 100°-140°, for the largest three Tower angles (34°, 60° & 90°) the OASPL increase appears to track linearly with azimuth. However, at the lowest angle (8°), this trend breaks down, exhibiting larger noise increases, relative to the observer angle, at the aft directivity angles. On the whole, the overall levels were no worse than the baseline configuration.

Next, consider the corresponding spectral data measured at 90° Directivity as shown in Figure 32. These data suggest that the low frequency benefit is essentially the same for Configuration 1180.01 at all observation angles. The acoustic benefit variations are due to substantially different high frequency lift characteristics. At this directivity angle, there appear to be two different frequency bands in which the high frequency penalties are generated: 200-2000 Hz; and 4000-6000 Hz. The disparate values imply that two different physical scales may be involved, perhaps generated by two different high frequency sources.

Finally, the corresponding spectral data are presented in Figure 33 for 140° directivity angle. These data do not exhibit separate high frequency penalties. Rather, the data for the 1180.01 configuration seem to smoothly transition from essentially zero penalty 180° from the pylon to as much as a 7-8 dB broadband increase in the 500 Hz band 98° from the pylon. Here, the broadband penalty stretches over all frequencies above 100Hz.

From a community noise perspective, the critical tower angles are 34° and 90°, since they correspond to the nominal source/observer geometry during at the Sideline and Cutback conditions. At 90°, the benefit of the nozzle is clear, providing substantial low frequency reduction with essentially no high frequency penalty. However, at 34°, the question is whether the high frequency lift outweighs the low frequency benefit exhibited in Figures 32 and 33. This leads to the final question in all of the acoustic comparisons, is there an EPNL benefit?
Figure 31. OASPL Variation Relative to Pylon Orientation
Azimuthally varying Chevron vs. Uniform Designs (Flight, TP6)

Figure 32. Spectral Variation Relative to Pylon Orientation
Azimuthally varying Chevron vs. Uniform Designs (90° Directivity, Flight, TP6)
As with the prior analyses, jet component EPNL estimates were generated based on a simulated 1500 ft flyover scenario. These data are presented in Figures 34 and 40, for the 90° and 34° tower angles, corresponding to the cutback and sideline geometries, respectively. For completeness, the EPNL comparisons are made for the baseline configuration (1110.01), two uniform fan chevron designs (1140.01 and 1160.01), and both azimuthally varying fan chevron configurations (1170.01 and 1180.01). Recall that, in Phase II, the best uniform chevron was 1160.01.

On the whole, Configuration 1170.01 provided no EPNL benefit, relative to the baseline, except at the highest speeds. This is attributed to the strong mixing that generated the high frequency penalty evident in the spectral data comparisons. However, Configuration 1180.01 provided substantially more EPNL reduction than any of the uniform designs at the highest speeds, with essentially the same benefit at lower speeds. It was the best chevron configuration tested on the medium BPR nozzle.

The primary outstanding design question remains the aerodynamic performance impact of this design. However, since Configuration 1180.01 was designed with low penetration, the aero performance impact would be expected to be minimal, relative to a typical uniform chevron design. A dedicated test is needed to quantify the aero performance impacts of the design.
Figure 34. EPNL Comparison - Azimuthally varying vs. Uniform Chevron Nozzles (Flight, TP6, 90° Tower)
Figure 35. EPNL Comparison - Azimuthally varying vs. Uniform Chevron Nozzles (Flight, TP6, 34° Tower)
Phase 5 - PIV Measurements on Medium BPR Exhaust Nozzles

As noted below, Task 3.3.3, the development of a variable geometry exhaust nozzle bench top demonstration, was performed as a joint effort with Spirit Aerostructures Inc., and Continuum Dynamics Inc, where each organization provided their own resources. The funding that was originally allocated to that effort was re-allocated to a set of velocity measurements behind some of the successful medium BPR nozzle treatments. The velocity data were taken using a Stereo Particle Image Velocimetry (PIV) system, so that the flow distribution could be characterized over the entire field of view of the camera system, rather than using traditional Hot Wire or Laser Doppler Anemometry, which only provide point velocity measurements. Special thanks to the University of Cincinnati, for providing and operating the PIV system on site at Cell 41 in support of this effort.

Since this was the initial demonstration of PIV in Cell 41, there was no existing mount hardware for the laser or cameras. Instead, the cameras were supported by a work platform that fits over the test model in the cell. However, the floor of the platform obstructs the tertiary flow duct, so all of the measurements presented here are for static conditions (zero tertiary flow). In addition, the existing Cell 41 traverse system was too far from the model, and not precise enough, to position the light sheet, so all measurements were restricted to a single plane, approximately 0.4 inches above the tip of the model core plug.

The critical requirements for PIV are the illumination of the field of view, and sufficient seed density to resolve the flow structures. To measure the impact of an enhanced mixing exhaust nozzle, the flow in the fan/ambient shear layer must be resolved. However, since this was the first application of PIV measurement technology in Cell 41, initial measurements were made on the core exhaust nozzle. The core/fan shear layer was expected to be easier to resolve with the existing Cell 41 in situ seeding system, which seeds both the fan and core streams, but not the external flow. In fact, a supplementary external dry seeder, provided by UC, was also needed to ensure sufficient seeding in the fan flow. Finally, the number of images for each test point was limited to 200, making it difficult to solve for higher statistical quantities such as the Turbulent Kinetic Energy (TKE). However with 200 images, gross features appear that can be explored to provide some insight into the physics of the mixing.

Variation with Test Conditions

Consider the velocity contours presented in Figure 36 for the baseline conic core nozzle, at three different operating conditions (see Table 4). Although the actual peak velocities differ, as shown in Table 4, there are many similarities between all of the contours. Starting from the center of the jet, the presence of the center body leads to a low velocity in this region, since the measurement plane is just downstream of the plug tip. Moving away from the jet center, the flow speed
increases until the region of the core stream where the maximum velocity for this jet is found. Outside the core is a strong shear layer between the core stream and the fan stream, which is indicated by the rapid transition to the slower, larger, fan stream. Finally, external to the fan stream is another shear layer between the fan flow and ambient conditions. This is evident in the concentric blue circles on the right and left sides of each part of Figure 36. Another common feature is the existence of a slow region at the bottom of each contour (from Y = -40 to -60 mm, Z = 0). This feature is an artifact of the lower bifurcation in the model, whose wake defect effectively slows the flow in this region.

In addition to the contour plots, which are spatially illustrative, absolute and relative velocity comparisons were made along a given radial cut line, for all of the operating conditions. Figure 37, part (a) shows a contour plot for a high speed condition, with a black line indicating where a radial slice has been taken. The two line plots in parts (b) and (c) compare the streamwise velocity profile along this radial cut line. Part (b) compares the absolute magnitude, which agrees very well with ideally predicted velocities based on measured test conditions. Part (c) shows the profiles normalized by the core velocity. These data indicate that the relative velocity differential across the core/fan stream interface is larger with increasing test point, resulting in a stronger shear gradient. This behavior is reflected in the variation of colors in the shear contours just outside the core region for different test conditions in Figure 36.

Another measure of the shear is the Turbulent Kinetic Energy (TKE). The strong shear gradient across the core/fan jet interface establishes an unstable flow condition, which breaks down into highly turbulent mixing. Consequently, regions of high shear correspond to regions of high TKE. Similarly, test conditions with strong shear velocities would be expected to exhibit strong TKE levels in the mixing layer. This behavior is reflected in the data presented in Figure 38, which illustrates the correlation between TKE levels and shear velocity or velocity gradient for a medium-high shear operating condition (TP9).
Figure 36. Streamwise velocity contour plots for varying test conditions.
Figure 37. Streamwise velocity comparison for varying test conditions
Figure 38. Turbulent Kinetic Energy Correlation with High Shear Gradient
Impact of Core Chevron Nozzle

The impact of core chevron mixing on the streamwise velocity contours is presented in Figure 39, at two different test points (TP1 & TP9), which correspond to a nominal doubling of the shear velocity. The first features that stand out in the comparison with the baseline conic/conic configuration are the presence of high velocities in the fan stream, and a smaller core peak velocity region. This reflects the cross-stream mixing effects of the streamwise vortices generated by the chevrons. In these comparisons, the fan operating conditions and ambient conditions are the same, so there is very little difference between the fan shear layer in the chevron and baseline cases. Since both configurations used the same fan exhaust nozzle, the differences are confined to the core stream, core/fan shear layer, and the fan stream.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Conic Fan/Conic Core</th>
<th>Conic Fan/Chevron Core</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>TP 1</strong></td>
<td><img src="image1.png" alt="Image" /></td>
<td><img src="image2.png" alt="Image" /></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Low Speed</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>TP 9</strong></td>
<td><img src="image3.png" alt="Image" /></td>
<td><img src="image4.png" alt="Image" /></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>High Speed</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Figure 39. Impact of Core Chevrons on Streamwise Velocity Contours At Low and High Speed Cycle Conditions**

Corresponding TKE contour comparisons are presented in Figure 40. It was shown in Figure 38 that the TKE correlates with shear velocity, so that regions of high shear would be expected to exhibit high TKE levels. The contour plots capture the azimuthal variations due to the chevrons. Particularly in the TP9 data comparisons, TKE “hot spots” are evident that clearly correspond to similar azimuthal variations in the shear gradient as shown in Figure 39. In addition, the elevated TKE levels in the fan stream reflect the larger scale mixing that occurs as a result of the chevron, relative to the baseline case.
Corresponding radial distribution comparisons of the mean streamwise velocity and TKE, with for the conic fan/conic core and conic fan/chevron core configurations, are shown in Figures 41 and 42. These distributions were taken along the radial cut lines that are illustrated on the baseline and chevron configurations in Figures 39 and 40, respectively. The streamwise velocity comparisons in Figure 41 show the classic chevron behavior. For the baseline configuration, the jet potential core exhibits a large, essentially flat radial region where the peak velocity matches the ideal core velocity. To the right of the core is a reduced velocity region capturing the velocity defect behind the core plug. The baseline gradient is large and steep, and the fan flow velocity is substantially below core levels. For the chevron cases, the velocity defect behind the core plug is essentially unchanged. The rest of the radial distribution exhibits twin peaks, a smaller jet potential core region at the same ideal core velocity, and an outer peak (around $Y = -40$ mm), which captures the core flow that was ejected into the fan stream, substantially weakening the shear gradient, which is an acoustic source. The corresponding TKE data in Figure 42 reflects the enhanced turbulence levels due to the chevron induced mixing. However, care must be taken when drawing conclusions regarding relative TKE comparisons between the two different test points, since the data presented were extracted from a limited number of images (200), which may be insufficient to fully capture higher order turbulent flow statistics such as TKE.
Figure 41. Impact of Core Chevrons on Radial Distribution of Streamwise Velocity

Figure 42. Impact of Core Chevrons on Radial Distribution of TKE
**Impact of Fan Exhaust Nozzle Technologies**

Given the successful implementation of PIV on the core stream, the camera field of view was re-focused to try and capture the fan/ambient shear layer, to assess the relative mixing of the chevron and new enhanced mixing technology nozzles. For this test configuration, the UC personnel added another supplementary additional seeding source, external to the nozzle, to try to capture the external flow entrained by the fan jet at the static fan/ambient interface. Only limited success was achieved seeding the entrained flow, so the resulting velocity data were restricted by the resulting seed density distributions. Nonetheless, sufficient trends were captured to make relative qualitative comparisons between configurations. Streamwise mean velocity contours for these cases are presented in Figure 43, along with corresponding TKE contours in Figure 44.

Mean streamwise velocity contour comparisons are shown in Figure 43, for the baseline (conic fan/conic core), fan chevron (chevron fan/conic core) and enhanced mixing technology configurations (new devices on fan/conic core), at the same high and low velocity cycle points selected for the core PIV measurement data presented above. Qualitatively, these data demonstrate enhanced mixing of the fan shear layer, relative to the baseline.

![Figure 43](image_url)

**Figure 43.** Comparison of Mean Streamwise Velocity Profiles for Baseline, Fan Chevron and Enhanced Mixing Technology Configurations At Low and High Speed Cycle Conditions
Corresponding TKE contours are shown in Figure 44. The most striking feature in these plots is a “blacked out” region around $Z = -50$ mm, $Y = -50$ mm. In this region, the velocity data are essentially “washed out” by excessive reflection from the core plug tip, making illumination. Consequently, this feature, which was caused by a fundamental limitation in the velocity measurement system, has no physical significance to the measured flow velocities. However, away from the plug, there appeared to be sufficient seed density to support some qualitative comparisons. Comparisons between the Chevron and Baseline configurations suggest that the fan/ambient shear layer had been substantially weakened by the chevron-induced mixing, so that most of the TKE “hot spots” had already mixed out. Similar reductions were achieved for the enhanced mixing technology configuration, except for the extreme right hand side of the contour. It is not clear whether the results in this region ($Y = -50$ mm, $Z = +50$ mm) are physical, or another artifact of the seeding and measurement limitations. It should be noted that the velocity measurement plane is approximately 2 fan diameters downstream of the fan exit, as compared to being within a single core diameter of the core stream. This explains the reduction of TKE for the low noise nozzles in the measurement plane, relative to the baseline, as compared to an increase for the core chevron comparison presented above.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Conic Fan – Conic Core</th>
<th>Chevron Fan – Conic Core</th>
<th>Enhanced Mixing Technology Fan – Conic Core</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>TP1</strong></td>
<td><img src="image1.png" alt="Image" /></td>
<td><img src="image2.png" alt="Image" /></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>TP9</strong></td>
<td><img src="image3.png" alt="Image" /></td>
<td><img src="image4.png" alt="Image" /></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 44. Comparison of TKE Profiles for Baseline, Fan Chevron and Fan Enhanced Mixing Configurations At Low and High Speed Cycle Conditions

Radial distribution comparisons are presented in Figures 50 and 51, extracted from the corresponding contour data at $Z = 0$ mm. These data more clearly illustrate the enhanced mixing of each configuration, relative to the baseline. Furthermore, the
reduced TKE levels for the enhanced mixing configuration implies that these devices may be more effective than this particular chevron nozzle, a conclusion that agrees with the acoustic results for each (Configuration 2120.64 vs Configuration 1141.00).

**Figure 45. Impact of Fan Exhaust Nozzle Technologies on Radial Distribution of Mean Streamwise Velocity At Low and High Speed Cycle Conditions**

**Figure 461. Impact of Fan Exhaust Nozzle Technologies on TKE Radial Distribution At Low and High Speed Cycle Conditions**
Summary of PIV measurements

Overall, Stereo PIV was successfully demonstrated in Cell 41. The data has proven valuable to generate physical insight into the behavior of the baseline configuration at different operating conditions, and illustrate the physical mechanisms governing passively controlled jets.

In general, the PIV confirmed the expected mean velocities in the core and fan streams, and provided general conclusions about the mixing based on the shear velocity gradient and TKE. It was demonstrated that control with chevrons on the core stream enhanced the mixing between the core and fan streams. This behavior corresponds to analytical models, and has been previously demonstrated by other investigators.

Additional comparisons were made between the velocity distribution in the baseline configuration and corresponding data with passive control on the fan stream. The passive control included both a traditional uniform chevron and a new enhanced mixing technology nozzle design. They both had many similarities, but it appeared that the latter configuration spread the jet slightly better and reduced the velocity gradient within the shear layer between the fan stream and ambient stream. This conclusion agrees with the relative acoustic benefit obtained from each test configuration.
Summary – Subtask 3.3.3

An extensive study of new fan exhaust nozzle technologies was performed. Three new uniform chevron nozzles were designed, based on extensive CFD analysis. Two new azimuthally varying variants were defined. All five were tested, along with two existing nozzles, on a representative model-scale, medium BPR exhaust nozzle. Substantial acoustic benefits were obtained from the uniform chevron nozzle designs, the best benefit being provided by an existing design. However, one of the azimuthally varying nozzle designs exhibited even better performance than any of the uniform chevron nozzles. In addition to the fan chevron nozzles, a new technology was demonstrated, using devices that enhance mixing when applied to an exhaust nozzle. The acoustic benefits from these devices applied to medium BPR nozzles were similar, and in some cases superior to, those obtained from conventional uniform chevron nozzles. However, none of the low noise technologies provided equivalent acoustic benefits on a model-scale high BPR exhaust nozzle, similar to current large commercial applications. New technologies must be identified to improve the acoustics of state-of-the-art high BPR jet engines.
Subtask 3.3.3 Variable Geometry Nozzle Design

Task Statement
The goal of this subtask is to develop a feasible passive SMA variable geometry nozzle concept and demonstrate a full-scale single actuator. This task will be worked jointly with NASA GRC, who collaborated on the SMA concepts in the previous Propulsion 21 phases.

Results

GE identified two vendors: Continuum Dynamics, Inc. (CDI), of Ewing, NJ; and Spirit Aerosystems, Inc. (a.k.a. Spirit, formerly Boeing, Wichita), who agreed to jointly develop a full-scale bench top demonstration of an SMA-actuated fan chevron design. CDI’s support was provided, with the approval of the NASA program manager, under an existing Phase II SBIR for High Temperature SMA that they are currently working for NASA Glenn Research Center. Based on mutual interest, Spirit agreed to support their portion of the effort under internal research and development funding. Based on the vendors’ desire for joint participation, the Propulsion 21 UEET contract resources that were initially identified to support the hardware acquisition under this subtask were re-allocated to expand Subtask 3.3.3 to include PIV velocity characterization of the exhaust nozzle exit flows.

The subject matter of this subtask is considered EAR controlled pursuant to 15 CFR Parts 730-774. Consequently, all details of the final demonstrator and actuator design are outlined in a separate export-controlled GE/CDI/Spirit joint proprietary report, which contains proprietary information from each of the participating companies.
Subtask 3.3.4 Medium BPR Azimuthally Varying Fan Chevron Assessment

Task Statement

The goal of this subtask is to assess the aero-acoustic impacts of 3D CFD based design of azimuthally varying fan chevron exhaust nozzles. This task will be worked jointly with NASA Langley, who collaborated with Boeing on the design of an azimuthally varying fan chevron nozzle for the QTD-2 Demonstrator. The NASA effort will be performed as a “no-cost” addendum to the existing NASA-GRC Space Act Agreement. NASA support will include modeling efforts performed by Eagle Aeronautics and AS&M.

Results

Initial discussions were conducted with NASA Langley to establish a collaborative effort. The intent was to use a “zero-cost” addendum to the existing Space Act Agreement with NASA Glenn, as a vehicle to support the planned joint CFD investigation with NASA Langley. A draft SOW was forwarded to NASA Langley for review and approval. However, agreement could not be reached on the responsibilities and the scope of effort provided by each organization. Consequently, this Subtask was canceled, and two parametric azimuthally varying fan chevron nozzle configurations were added to the low BPR model scale acoustic testing that was conducted under Subtask 3.3.2.
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